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GET HIS MONEY BEFORE HIS OTHER BABY MAMA DOES: Find out how to: -Prove he's the

father of your baby -Track down a deadbeat -Win an increase in your current award -Get money

from an unemployed baby daddy -Create an agreement with terms that benefit you -Get other

assistance from him along with your child support award
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Family law attorney Cathy Middleton, Esq., has won more than a million dollars in child support

awards for her clients. Now you can discover how to get your share of the money

DO NOT BUY THIS BOOK! It is over-rated and such a waste. She tells you nothing that a lawyer or

your state agency doesn't tell you and all you have to do is use Common Sense when it comes to

getting your Child Support. It is definitely not worth the $40.00 or $50.00 price tag I have seen listed

for it.

If you're doing the bad habits she scolds you about, then fine. I found nothing I didn't already know.

A waste of my time and money.

I purchased my own copy of this book YEARS ago - inside is info that few parents are aware of.

PLEASE be informed befoe you act! This book gives you the information to be empowered and

helps you acquire the goals your child needs for success. Cathy Middleton is an excellent advicate



of family law!

maybe her next book will be "how to legally rape a man of his money and soul"

What a disgusting book. Horrible. How about a book called 'How to raise a child with love, even

though you're divorced'.When raising a child becomes only about the money, everyone

loses.Sickened.

The book is 140 pages of content, about 30 pages is devoted to the appendix. Cathy Middleton's

next book will probably be about how to scam and get welfare. surprised she didn't include a section

in this book.

This book provides you with a step by step guide to starting the process. It's a welcome resource.

GIRL, GET THAT CHILD SUPPORT by Cathy Middleton, Esq. is a great book loaded with tools and

resources available to anyone seeking child support. Although things can get ugly, it's about making

sure the children are provided with the essentials necessary for their growth and development.

There are no win or lose in situations like this, except it affects the children who are caught up in the

drama.The book is a detailed self-help guide that addresses every situation or scenario known to

women who have had to resort to using the courts to get deserved financial support. The author

Middleton, an attorney, didn't leave anything to ponder and adequately outlined areas such as when

you should file for child support, how to find the missing in action father, your rights as a mother,

knowing certain information about him while you're in a relationship in case the relationship goes

south, and the expectations of court proceedings and the ultimate outcome. She also addresses the

scorned women's abuses of the courts to get back at the father for leaving especially if it's for

another woman. She includes a glossary of terms and definitions plus an appendix of child support

enforcement agencies throughout the country.GIRL, GET THAT CHILD SUPPORT is bold and

legally sassy with all the right moves providing you with a question and answer map to show you the

way. Middleton displays dedication and sincerity by overall making it simple for everyone to

understand the judicial system plus using common sense regarding the law and family. I feel

strongly if men read this book, many would think twice before shunning their child support

obligations. I recommend this book to all women who are experiencing "baby daddy drama;"

however, the emphasis is getting legal representation that will work in your child's behalf.Reviewed
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